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Abstract

In this paper. we review the two
existing methods of producing
fault-tolerant software and the;r asso
ciated reliability models. A new
approach to software fault-tolerance,
the Consensus Recovery Block, is
proposed. Its reliability model 1S used
to demonstrate its superiority over the
conventional methods.

1. Introduction

Presently, there are two main meth
ods of producing fault-tolerant
software, the Recovery Block method [1,2]
and N-Version Programming [1]. The Recov
ery Block method relies on the production
of n independently developed programs to
do a specific task. An acceptance test
program lS used to verify the validity of
the v e r s i ons' outputs. The N-\Jersi on
Programming method uses n independently
developed programs in a voting scheme.

It becomes evident that both methods
suffer form serious limitations. The
reliab;lity of the Recovery Block scheme
1S hampered by the reliability of its
associated acceptance test. N-Version
Programmlng is of little value in situ
atlons in which multiple correct outputs
are possible. The Consensus Recovery
Block method is presented as an attempt
to minimize the effects of these limita
tions.

2. Recovery Block

In the "Recovery Block" scheme [1,2]
the goal 15 to detect a software fault in
a program, recover the ma c h i n e state at
the tlme the faulty program was en~ered,

and execute another program that correct
ly performs the same function as the
faulty program. A number of independent
ly da s i gned programs that perform the
same function must be developed. The
versions are r8nked bas~d on some crite
ria. This ranking is a reflection of the
"graceful degradat; on" 1n the v e r s i ons

[3 L. When the g i ven ta sk i s requested,
only the "best" program 15 executed. If a
fault is detected in th;s program, then
the "next best" one ; 5 executed, etc.
until an acceptable output 1s obtained.
If all versions are deemed faulty, an
error is posted.

The structure of a Rac o v er-v Block
s v s t arn 1 s composed of several d i st i net
components. First, before a
fault-protected task is executed, the
exact state (input, internal state vari
ables, etc.) must be saved for possible
recovery. Randell [1] calls this the
"recursi ve . cache." *Then, the "best"
program or "primary alternative" is
executed. Its results are examined by an
acceptance test program (or an accounting
check program or a reasonableness test
program [4]). If the resul ts are not
accepted, the system ;5 restored to its
original state before the faulty program
was executed, and an alternate program is
executed. Its results are subjected to
the acceptance test program. The process
1S repeated until acceptable results are
e ch i eved or all al ternate programs are
exhausted.

2.1 limitations and Disadvantages of
Recovery Blocks

In the Recovery Block method, it is
assumed that if the n versi ons of a
program are independently developed by
different programmers, the probability
of a common error among th~ versions ;s
negl191ble. The i moLi ve t i on is that if
one version fails to p·~duce an accepta
ble output, then other versions, not
suffering from the same design defect
would be able to supply correct output.
Th15 assumption may not be valid [5].
Any such i n r e r r ve r 51 on dependence
decreases the effectlveness of the Recov
ery Block method.

By definit;on, a Recovery Block
reQuires at least n times as many
resources as a slngle version system. At
least one programmer per version 15 need
ed to produce all the necessary software.
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Tha amount of time and resource~ 'spent on
testing and verification is also
increased by a similar factor- Software
required by the recovery program and
acceptancQ test must be developed. This
additional programming requires storage
allocation and system management. Since
the n versions are executed sequentially
as needed, the time required to produce
an acceptable output may be too great for
many real-time applications. These cost9
in resources and tlme may maka Recovery
Blocks unsultable in many applications.

Another problem facing deslgners is
the placement of the Recovery Blocks in a
software system. An application could be
divided into such small routines that the
acceptance tests become trivial. This
approach would greatly degrade system
performance. Also. it may be costly to
develop independent versions of a small,
trlvial task. At the other extreme, plac
ing too much function into one Recovery
alock may compromlse its effectiveness.
There are few gu i del i n a s for Recovery
Blo':k p Le c amarrt ; n a software product
[6 ] •

Recovery Blocks are designed to
pro~act a software systam against design
faults in programming; they do nothing to
assure the accuracy of data structures
[3]. Since an error ina data structure
could c o nc a i vably cause as much damage as
a program error, this is a serious limi
tation of Recovery Blocks. Conventional
measures, such as checksums, redundancy,
etc., must be incorporated into a Recov
ery Block to assure data integrity.

2 .1 .1 The Acceptance Test. The
acceptance test is the most critical
component of a Recovery Block, and unfor
tunately, it i 5 the hardest to speci fy
and design in a general sense. lee says
[3] :

"The acceptance test is a
programmer-provided error
detect i on mechan i sm whi ch
providas a check on the results
of an al ternate' at the last
possible moment, that is just
before the recovery block is
left and a set of recovery data
is discarded. Clearly, a
programmer can provide as
little or as much checking as
he considers necessary."

Hecht and Hecht (6] divide programs
into three categories and offer conslder
ations for designlng acceptance tests for
each category. The categorl es are not all
inclusive nor are the suggestions wldely
applicable. In short, there are no guide
lines for de~igning accQPtancQ tests;
each app! i cati on yi elds 1ts own set of
nuances and peculiarities which affect
the design of the acceptance test.

In theory, the acceptance tsst
should check for the absolute correctngss

of program outputs. But Lea ~uggests

that ev~n this guideline may not be
appropriate (3]. First, the time required
to make such a determlnation may be
prohibitive. Second, information from
outside of the program may bQ required to
ascerta in whether or not an output is
correct. Also, as alternate versions are
executed, they may prov i de o u t cu t s of
degraded accuracy. These outputs may not
agree exactly, and therefore, such a
strict acceptance test may not be appli
cable to the more degraded verslons.
Fi nally, acceptance tests for absolute
correctness may be as c omp I i cated, or
more so, than the program versions them
selves. Such acceptance tests would also
be prone to design faults.

2.2 R~covery Block Reliability Model

In the Recovery Block reI i abi 1 i ty
model [7,8), there are four distinct
types of errors thai: can occur ina
Recovery Block structure. A Type 1 error
occurs when any program version produces
an incorrect result, but the acceptance
test labels the result as correct. In a
Type 2 error, the final v~rslon produces
correct results but, thQ acceptance test
erroneously determ; nes that the resul ts
are incorrect. A Type 3 error occurs when
the recovery program cannot successfully
recover the input state of the previous
version in preparation for executing
another version. Finally, a Type 4 error
occurs when the last verslon produces
incorrect results and the acceptance test
judges that the results are incorrect.

The reliability model presented in
[7,8] is dQy~loped using the probabili
t; as of certa i n event 5 happen; ng ina
Recovery Block. These events and their
probabilities are:

pee "') = PROBABILITY OF VERSION
i EXECUTING CORRECTLY

P(I \.) = 1 - pee",)
pee.. ) = PROBABILITY OF THE RECOVERY

PROGRAM EXECUTING CORRECTLY

PC! .. ) = 1 - pee.)

PCAI) = PROBABILITY OF ACCEPTING AN
INCORRECT RESULT

peRt) = PROBABILITY OF REJECTING
AN INCORRECT RESULT
= 1 - peAt)

peRc) -= PROBABILITY OF REJECTING
A CORRECT RESULT

P(Ac) = PROBABILITY OF ACCEPTING
A CORRECT RESULT
= 1 - peRc)



P.e(Er,n) = PROBABILITY OF A TYPE
k ERROR-GIVEN n VERSIONS

The equations for ~rror probabili
ties developed in [7,8] can be made easi
er to work with at the expense of
accuracy. F; r s t , assume that the proba
billty of accepting an incorrect answer
is the same as the probabi 1 i ty of reJect
lng a correct answer. Also, assume that
the probability of recovery between the
versions' execution is 1. Finally, assume
that all versions have the same reliabil
i ty. Then,

peAt) = P(Rc) - peA) =>
PCA c ) = peR:) = 1 - peA)

The equat ions for the four error types
for Recovery Block composed of n verslons
become (for O<PCA)<l and O<P(!)<1):

Pp9(E1,n) = P(A)PC!) * (1)

(

[1 - (P(A)-2P(A)P(I)+P(I)]~] ]

1 - [PCA)-2PCA)PCI)+PCI)]

P~9(El,n) = [peA)-PCA)PC!)] * (2)
(P(A)-2P(A)P(I)+PCI)]( n-l)

P~e(EJ,n) = 0 (3)

P~B(Ea,n) = [pel)-peA)PC!)] (4)
[P(A)-2P(A)PCI)+P(I)]( ~-l

And of course, system reliability is:

3. H-Version Programming

The other prevalent method of soft
ware fault-tolerance is the H-Verslon
Programming method [1]. In this method, n
progra~mer5 (n>l) are asKed to ,ndep2nd
ently aevelop and debug a program~ each
working from a common speclfication. The
n programs are placed under the control
of a supervlsor program that dispatches
all v e r s i ons of the program wi th the
necessary input when the speclf,ed task
1s required. Upon completIon, the outputs
of the n programs are compared. 51 nee
all versions of the program were inde
pendently developed, 1t 15 assumed that
the probability of a common software
error lS zero. Therefore, if at least 2
program versions agree on an output, that
output is assumed to be "correct."

3.1 Llm;tations and Disadvantages of
N-Versl0n Programmlng

H-Versi on Prograrnm i ng suffers from
many of the same llmltatlons as Recovery
Blocks. The assumptlon that common errors
have zero probabll1ty may not be a valld
assumption under all circumstances.
Also, an H-~ers;on Programming system
requires at least n times the number of
resources as a slngle vers10n system for
development, testing, and execution. As
wi th Recovery Blocks, these extra costs
may make H-\Jerslon Programml ng unsui t
able in many appllcations.

The most serlOUS limitation of
N-Versi on Programmi ng 1sits depenoQnce
on output agreement. In e e o l i cat 1ons ; n
which multiple correct outputs are POS51
ble, agreement may not always occur even
if some or all outputs are correct. In
the case of no agreement, th~ vot 1ng
procedure would declare that the
N-Version Programming system did not
supply correct output, when in fact,
mul t i o La co r-r ac t output s may have been
produced. This limitatlon makes
N-Version Programming unsuitable for
applications which can have multiple
correct outputs.

3.2 N-Version Programming Reliability
Model

In the N-Versi on Programm; ng reI i
ability model (7~8], there are three
types of errors that can occur ; n an
N-Versl0n Programml ng system. A Type 1
Error occurs when all outputs dlsagree.
A Type 2 Error occurs when the same
incorrect output occurs more than once.
Finally, a Type 3 Error occurs when there
is an error i n the voting procedure. The
probability of a system error is then the
sum of the three probabilities of a Type
1, 2, and 3 Error.

If it is assumed that the probabili
ty of a Type 2 error is zero and the prob
ability of a Type 3 error is zero, then
the software system resembles a 2 of n
redundant hardware system [9] . The
system reliability 1S then the probabili
ty of at least 2 versions reaching
slmilar, correct conclusions upon
executlon. As an example~ consider an
N-V~rslon Programming syst~m composed of
3 1 ndependen,= programs. It; s e s s umc d
that there exists one and only one
correct solution for a glven set of
inputs.

Let perL) = probability of versl0n i
executing incorrectly, then peeL) = 1 
P(I~) = probability of version i execut
1ng correctly. The p r-obe b i 1 i ty of a
system error, PNvp(E,n) = PCType 1
Error). in thi s 3-\Jerslon Programmi ng
system becomes the probability of at
least 2 versions executing lncorrectly,
or



Therefore, the r a I i abi 1 i ty of a 2 of 3
H-Versl0n Programming system 19:

In general, the reliability in a 2 of n
voting system with each version having
the sama reliability peC) is [9]:

PNv~(E.3) = P(I 1 ) P( I zlP(I ,) (6)
+ PCCL)P(Il)PCI,)

+ P(I 1)PCC z)PCI J )

+ PCI,)PClz)PCC,)

= PCl 1)P(I z ) + PCIl)P(I 1 )

+ P(Iz)P(I]) - 2PCl 1)PCl t)P(I,)

(9)
= Pc: •• (Es,n)

+ P(O)P~.(E,nlP(C.)=l)

P(AG) = P(2 OR MORE OUTPUTS AGREE)

P(AGt) = P(THE CONSENSUS
OUTPUT IS INCORRECT)

P(AGc ) = PCTHE CONSENSUS OUTPUT
IS CORRECT) = 1 - PCAG t )

Pc~.(E,n) = PCAG)P(AG t )

+ P(O)P •• (E,nlP(C.)=l)

Fi gure 1 shows a flowchart for a
Consensus Recovery Block. The n program
versions are executed, and the outputs
are checked to see if at least two agree.
I f there i s agreement, a Type 5 Error
occurs if the consensus output 15 incor
rect. (Under the e e sumet i cn of
independence, WQ will assume that the
probability of a Type 5 Error ;s zero.)
If there is no agreement, the outputs are
sequentially subjected to the acceptance
test ;n accordance with thQ Recovery
Block scheme. The system is now suscepti
ble to the four error types described in
Sect;on 2 with the exception of a Type 3
Error. Since no recovery 1 5 performed,
P(Type 3 Error) = o. This implies that
P(C.) = 1 in the Recovery Block modal.

Using Figure 1, it can be seen that
thg probability of a system error in a
ConsQnsus Recovery Block with n versions
is:

In the Consensus Recovery Block, it
is assumed that n versl0ns of a program
task can be developed, and due to that
i ndependencQ, no common software:! fau 1 ts
exist among the versions. As stated
earlier, this assumption ~5 suspicious
but common.

As with the two established methods
of software fault-tolerance, the Consen
sus Recovery Block requi res at least n
times the amount of resources for devel
opment. testing, and execution as a
single version system. However, Wg will
show that system reliability provided by
a Consensus Recovery Block is greater
than that for the other two techniques.

4.2 Consensus Recovery Block Reliability
Model

4.1 Limitations and Disadvantages of the
Consensu5 Recovery Block

acceptance test. Th i 5 process cont i nua s
until an acceptable output is found, or
the n outputs ar~ exhausted. Notice that
there is no requirement for input state
recovery since all version~ eXQcute 1n a
parallel fashion as in an N-Version
Programming system, verses a sgrial fash
ion as 1n a conventional Recovery Block.

C7 )

(8)

4. Consensus Recovery Block

The Consensus Recovery Block is a
software fault-tolerant technique that
combines aspects of Recovery Blocks and
N-Vgrslon Programmi ng. Th i s new hvbr-i d
technique attempts to overcome some seri
ous problems in the two established
fault-tolerant techniques.

As stated in Section 2, the accept
ance test 15 the most crucial component
0+ a Recovery Block, yet there are no
guidelines for the evaluation, develop
ment, 0 r placement of such a test. In
the Consensus Recovery Block, the impor
tance of the acceptance test 1n a
fault-tolerant software system is
reduced.

In Section 3, it was observed that
H-Vers1on Programmi"9 is not appropriate
in applications in which multiple,
c o r r-ac t outputs are possible. The
Consensus Recovery Block m i ni m i z a s the
effects of thi s problem.

The Consensu5 Recovery Block
requires the development of n independent
versions of a program, an acceptance
test, and a 'lot i ng procedure. The
v ar s i o n s are ranked based on a set of
c r-i t e r i e as in a conventional Recovery
Block system. Upon invocation of the
Consensus Recovery Block, all v ar s i ons
execute and submi t the; r outputs to a
voting procedure. Since it 15 assumed
that there are no common faults, if two
or more of the versl0n5 agree on one
output, that output is designated as
correct. If there 15 no agreement. that
is, the versions supply incorrect outputs
or multiple correct outputs, then a mod;
fied Recovery Block 15 entered. The
output of tha "best" version is examined
by the acceptance test. If that output 1S
judged acceptable, it i 5 treated e s a
correct output, and system execution
conti nu e s , If, on the other hand, the
output 15 not accepted, the next best
version's output i~ subjected to the

~ (n
J
. )RNup = i: P(C)..i P(I)("-,jJ

j=2

for PCI) = 1 - PCC).



pcn) = PCAll OUTPUTS ARE DIFFERENT)

P.aCE,nIPCC p ) = I ) = PCERROR IN
RECOVERY BLOCK GIVEN
PERFECT RECOVERY)

Then, assuming PCAG I ) = 0,

P c Rs(E4,n) = PCD)[PC!)-PCA)PCI)] * (17)
[P(A)-2P(A)PC!)+PC!)] ("-1)

In the following section, hypothet
i cal data is used to demonstrate the
reliability improvements achieved by the
Consensus Recovery Block.

From the Law of Total Probability [10]:

with P(C~) = 1.

Figure 2 uses hypothetlcal data to
compare system rellabilities for a 3

version N-Version Programmlng system,
Recovery Block, and a Consensus Recovery
Block. (The slmplified, closed torm
equations for Recovery Block and Consen
sus Recovery Block are used. Also, it is
assumed that all 3 versions in the
N-Versl0n Programming system have the
save r e Li e b i Li t y . ) It is assumed in this
example that one and o n Lv one correct
output exists for each input; hence
P(N)=O. The reliability of the versions
1S v e r i e d from 0.60 to 0.99 while the
reliability of the acceptance ;s fixed at
0.90. Not i c a that for all values of pee),
the Consensus Recovery Block 1S more
reliable than either the Recovery Block
or N-Version Programming system. This is
particularly true for lower quality
versions. As the reliability of a version
approaches 1, all three systems' reli
abilities approach 1.

Figure 3 is used to substantiate the
claim that a Consensus Recovery Block 15
less susceptible to acceptance test reli
abllity than a conventional Recov~ry

Block. Th15 example again assumes unique
correct outputs, and holds version reli
ability fixed at 0.90. The reliability of
the acceptance is var i ed from 0.60 to
0.99. Notice that the reliability of the
Recovery Block lncreases as a function of
the acceptance test reliability and
surpasses the reliability of the
N-Verslon Programming system at about
0.86. The most important observation is
that for poor acceptance tests, the reli
ability of the Consensus Recovery Block
is much greater than that of the Recovery
Block. As the reliability of the accept
ance test increases, the d i fference
becomes smaller; however, even as the
acceptance test becomes highly rellable,
the Consensus Recovery Block 1s s t i 11
more reliable than the Recovery Block.

The next two examples show the
advantages of a Consensus Recovery Block
over an N-~ersion Programming system in
situations ln whlch multiple correct
outputs can occur. Figure 4 assumes fixed
r a Li eb i Li t i a s for program versions and
the acceptance test. It i s furthermore
assumed that when different correct
outputs occur, there 1S a probability of
0.5 that two will agree. The probab;lity
of obtalning multlple correct outputs for

4.3 Examination of the Model

( 11 )

(16)

(13)

( 10)

RC~B = 1 - PC~B(E,n)

And as always,

Expressions for the probabl11ty of a Type
1, Type 2~ and Type 4 Error in a Consen
sus KeCOvery BlOCK can be found by multi
plying equations (1), (2), and (4)
resPQctively by PCD).

Pc~e(E,n) = [PCDu)PCU) + PCDN)PCH)]* (12)
[P~8CE1,n) + PR 9CE z , n ) + P~BCE~,n»)

P c P 8(E 1 , n ) = P(D)P(A)PC!) ~

(

[1 - [PCA)-2PCA)P(!)+PCI)]"] J
(14)

1 - [P(A)-2P(A)P(I)+PC!)]

Pc •• CEz,n) = PCD)(P(A)-PCA)P(I)] * (15)
[PCA)-2PCA)PCI)+PCI)]( "-1)

4.3.1 Closed Form Solutions. Since
the equat 1ons fo r the o r o b o b 111 t 1es of
the errors in a Consensus Recovery Block
are the error equati ons for a Recovery
Block mu Lt i e Li e o by a constant, peD),
closed form solutlons can be found.
Making the same assumptions as ln Section
2.2, then for 0<PCA)<1 and Q<PC!)<l, the
equat ions for the four types of error
become:

where event U denotes the ex; stence of
one and only one correct output, and N
denotes its compliment multiple
correct outputs, and P(U) = 1 - peN). It
can be seen that pen) is the probability
of fa i lure of an N-Verslon Programmi ng
system. Therefore, the probability of a
system error in a Consensus Recovery
Block is:

where P(El,n), P(Ez,n), and P(E 4 , n ) are
defined by equations (1), (2), and (4)
respectively.

PC~B(E,n) = PCO) [P~B(El,n) +
P~BCE2,n) + P~e(E4,n)]



Proof.

aPCA)

ap".,(E,n)
<

aPCA)

aPc"g(E,n)

Using Equations (1) - (4) and (10), and
taking the partial der;vatlves with
respect to P(A), yields

4.5 Parameter Sensitivities

Proof.

The reliability of a Consensus Recovery
Block system is less sensit;ve to accept
ance test errors than a Recovery Block
system composed of the same components.
That is

Theorem 3. If peo) < 1 and Recovery
Block state recovery is certain, then

The sensitivity of system r2liabil
ity in a Consensus Recovery Block system
to variations in component reiiabl1ities
can be found by tak i ng part i alder i va
t i ves wi th respect to the component of
interest. These sensitivity calcu
lat ions can be used to show that the
Consensus Recovery Block is les3 sensi
t i v a 'to acceptance test errors than tha
Recovery Block.

Since the probability of error in a
Recovery Block is between 0 and 1.

Again from Equation CI0):

pc_geE,n) = P(O> P.g(E,n)

As stated in Section 4.3, peo) is tha
probability of error in an H-Version
Programming system, therefore

Theorem 2.

A Consensus Recovery Block system 15
always as reliable or more reliable than
a H-Versi on P"'ogrammi ng system composed
of the same components; i.e.

Proof.

It can be shown that the Consensus
Recovery Block is always as reliable or
more reliable than either a Recovery
Block or H-Version Programming system
composed of the same program versl0ns.

Theorem 1. If state recovery in a Recov
ery Block system is certain then,

A Consensus Recovery Block system is
always as reliable or more reliable than
a Recovery Block system compos~d of the
same component s ,

4.4 Reliability Compartsons

From the definition of system
reliability, is suffices to show that:

a given input is varied from 0 to 0.975.
It can be seen that for all values of
peN) , the r a I i abi I i ty of the Consensus
Recovery Block is greater than that of
the Recovery Block and substantially
greater than that of the H-Verslon
Programming system. Notice that as the
likelihood of multiple correct outputs
increases, the system reliability of thQ
Consensus Recovery Block decreases.

Figure 5 also demonstrates the supe
riority of the Consensus Recovery Block
over N"'"Vers ion Programmi ng in a po I i ca
tions with multiple correct outputs. The
version and acceptance test rel;abil
i t i a s are fixed at 0.90. It is assumed
that every execut i on produces mul t i p Le
correct outputs, hence PCN)=l. The proba
bility that no two of these outputs agree
is var;ed from 0.025 to 1.0. Stated
another way, the probability of obtaining
two d i fferent correct outputs, one of
which occurs twice, is var;ed from 0.975
to O. The example shows that the Consen
sus Recovery Block is more r~liable than
the corresponding N-Ver9lon Programmlng
system. The Consensus Recovery Block is
also more reliable than a Recovery Block
exc~pt for the c a s a wh~n P(N) = P(D N ) =
1.0. Here, there is no chance of output
agreement, and therefore, a Consensus
Recovery Block functions exactly like a
conventional Recovery Block with perfect
recovery.

However, Equation (10) states that the
probabi 1 i tv of an error ina Consensus
Recovery Block is the product of peO) and
the probability of an error in a Recovery
Block. Since P(D) is a probability and
therefore O~P(D)Sl, thQ result follows
immediately. (Hote that the r a Li ab i I>
i t i a s are eQual only in the unlikely
event that PCO) i 3 aqual to 0 or 1.)

= peo)
aP(A) aPCA)

and the result follows.

5. Summary and Conclusion5

The examp!Q5 demonstratQ the advan
tages of a Con5en5u5 Recovery Block over
a Recovery Block and H-Vers;on Program
ming. By comb;ning the two existing
method~ of software fault-tolerance,



much high~r system reliability can be
obtained than from either method individ
ually. The Cons~nsus Recov~ry Block
r~duces the contribution of the rellabil
i ty of the acceptance test to overall
system reliability. The system reliabil
i r v 15, in a s an s a , buffered from the
effects of acceptance test errors. The
Consensus Recovery Block also allows
voting technlques to be used in applica
tions in which the possibility of
multiple correct outputs exists.

There ; 5 a sma 11 increase in
resources needed to implement a Consensus
Recovery Block over those required for a
Recovery Block or H-~erslon Programming.
In addition to n independent versions of
a programming task, both an acceptance
test and a voting procedure are needed.
Thi 5 ; ncreased resource r e qu i rement is
justified by the increase in system reli
abili"ty.
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Abstract

In this paper we present
faul t-tolerant software r e Li ab i 1 i tv
models based on component reliabilities.
Two methods for estimating component
r a Li e b i Li t i a s and the associated vari
ances are 9; ven along wi th an approach
for calculating the system r e Li ab i Li t v
estimate variance. The derived models are
used as a basis for discussing traae-offs
be1:ween the two dom i na'te taul t-tolerant
software strategies, Recovery Blocks and
N-Verslon Programming.

Introduction

A r e I i able computer system is one
that has an absence of faults or has the
ability to supply "correct" information
1n the presence of faults; that 15,
faults are tolerated. A fault ;s def;ned
as an aberrat ion ina computer system
that, when a specified input 1S apPlied,
causes erroneous output.

Computer systems are composed of two
main components, hardware and software.
In general, the hardware port; on of the
5yste~ 1s assumed to have no faults due
to design or implementation errors [1,2].
High reliability through fault-tolerance
is achieved by replicating critical piec
es of the system and allowing each
redundant circuit to independently react
to the supplied input. The ou~puts are
compared, and i f one or more circuits
have produced outputs that deviate from
the majority, these circuits are desig
nated as faulty. Since it is assumed the
circuits were designed and built
properly, the f au l t t s ) must be due to
some physical phenomenon; e.g. broken
wire, blown transistor, etc. These faul
ty circuits are dlsabled and permanently
removed from the voting procedure.

Fault-tolerant software assumes
that faults are design faults [1,2J. This
implies that mere replication of software
modules will not lead to increased reli
ability; the faults themselves are also
replicated. Also, software faults may

only be apparent under a subset of input
and ;nternal state conditions.
Therefore, it is not necessary to perma
nently disable a faulty software modulQ.

In the following section we i-r i Ll
develop a reliability model for the
Recovery Block [1,2] method af software
fault-tolerance. Then, a reliability
model for N-~ersl0n Programming (2] will
be developed. The models will be used to
compare the two methods with a focus on
important 'trade-offs. Finally, two
approaches for es~;mating fault-tolerant
software reliability by using collected
duta will be discussed.

Recovery Block R~l;abil;ty Estimation
~iode1

The most common way to assure a
program's quality 15 to subject the
program to various testing,
verification, and validation procedures
[3] during its development and release
phases. Software reliability modellno 1S
e I so used to ; ncrease rel i ab i 1; t v , - By
examining a program's behavior during
some phase of its development or te51:ing,
inter€nces can be drawn as to its inher
ent reliability or future behavior. These
inferences can be used to aid management
in the allocatl0n of resources for test
ing and verification, or to decide when a
program 15 reliable enough for its
intended purpose. A number of good
survey papers on software reliability
modeling exist. [4,5,6,7,8,9]

Testing, verification, validation,
and modeling all support the production
of r a I i able software, but are not
adequate In all applications. D'i f k s t r a
says, "Prograr.1 test 1ng can be used to
show the presence of bugs, but never to
~how their absence!" [10] An alternative
approach is to assume that a program will
always c o n t a i n de s i gn faul ts regardless
of the amount of testing to wh;ch lt 1s
subjected. With this assumption, the
software is then designed to supply "cor
rect" resul t5 ~ven ; f the faul ts are
encountered. The software ; 5 then
depicted to be "fault-tolerant."

* Res~arch funded in part by the Center for Commun;cations and Signal Processlng, Harth
Carolina state University.
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One approach to Software
Fault-Tolerance 13 called the "Recovery
Block" scheme (1,2]. As the name implies,
the basi c idea 15 to detect a software
fault in a task, recover the machine
state at the t 1mQ the fau! ty task wa5
entered, and execute another task that
performs the same function as the faulty
task. A number of independentlY deslgned
programs that perform the same function
must be developed. The v e r s i ons are
ranked based on some crlteria and, when
the gi ven task i 9 requested, only the
"best" program 15 executed. If a fault is
detected in this program, then the "next
best" one ; s executed, etc. unti 1 an
acceptable output is obta i ned. I f a 11
versions are deemed faulty, an error is
posted.

The structure of a Recovery Block
system is composed of several distinct
components as shown in the flow chart in
Figure 1. First, before a
fault-protected task is executed, the
exact state (input, internal state vari
ables~ etc.) must be saved for possible
recovery. Randell (1] calls this the
"recursive cache." Then, the "best" task
or "pr;mary alternative" is executed. Its
resul ts are axam i ned by an acceptance
test program (or an accounting check
program or a reasonableness test program
[11J). If the results are not accepted,
the system is restored to its or; g; nal
state before the faulty task was
executed, and an alternate task 15
executed. Its results are subjected to
the acceptance test program. The process
is repeated until acceptable results are
achieved or all alternate tasks are
exhausted.

Recovery Block structure. A Type 1 error
occurs when any program alternate produc
es an incorrect result, but the accept
ance test labels the result as correct.
In a Type 2 error, the f; nal al ternat'!
produces correct results but, the accept
ance test erroneously determines that the
resul ts arg incorrect. A Type 3 error
occurs when the recovery program cannot
successfully recoygr the input state of

Recovery Block Reliability Model

A model for predicting the reliabil
ity of a Recovery Block system based on
the reliability of its components could
be used to compute reliability gains
expected with different numbers of alter
nates and component reliabillties. Thus,
trade-offs could be made between system
reliability, cost, and schedule
constraints.

There have been a number of r a I i
ability models proposed for Recovery
Block programming. Hecht [12] and Grnarov
et ale (13] have proposed models based on
correlated errors. Wei [14] proposed a
simple model based on acceptance test
errors and exhaustion of alternatives.
Soneriu's model [15] views any redundant
software system as a collection of inde
pendent modules. At any po i n b in time~

some of the members of the collection are
"up" and othgrs are "down." System reli
ability is then based on the number of
members 1n the up state.

In our approach, there are four
distinct types of error states in a

Figure 1

EXECUTE
NEXT

ALTERNATE

I

Flow Chart for a Recovery
Block System



the previous alternate in preparation for
executing another alternate. F,nally, a
Type 4 error occurs when the last alter
nate procedure produces i nco r-r-ac t
results and the acceptance test judges
that the results are lncorrect. Figure 2
; s the event tree [16] of a Recovery
Block structure with two alternates, one
primary and one backup. The paths termi
nating ;n the four error types are
depleted.

Fi gure 2 can be used to determl ne
the probab i Li ty of a 9 1ven erro r type.
First, consider the following events and
their associated probabilities:

P(C~) = PROBABILITY OF ALTERNATE
i EXECUTING CORRECTLY

P(IL) = 1 - PCC~)

PCC~) = PROBABILITY OF THE RECOVERY
PROGRAM EXECUTING CORRECTLY

PCI~) = 1 - P(C.)

peAl) = PROBABILITY OF ACCEPTING AN
INCORRECT RESULT

P(R I ) = PROBABILITY OF REJECTING
AN INCORRECT RESULT
= ! - PCAI)

peRc) = PROBABILITY OF REJECTING
A CORRECT RESULT

P(Ac) = PROBABILITY OF ACCEPTIHG
A CORRECT RESULT
= 1 - PCRc)

= PROBABILITY OF A TYPE
k ERROR GIVEN n ALTERNATES

By using Figure 2, the probability
of a given error type for an n = 2 Recov
ery Block System can be found by multi
plYlng together the probabilities
encountered while tracing a path from the
top event, executing the primary alter
nate, to a node terminated by the error
number. These products over all such
paths for a g1 ven error type. are then
summed. Using this procedure, It can be
seen that:

P~BCEJ,2) = PCIJ)P(A 1 )

+ P(C!)P(Rc)P~Cp)PCI%)P(AI)

+ P(I1)P(RI)PCC~)PCI%)P(AI)

P~8CEz,2) = p(C1)peRc)PCC~)P(Cz)PCRc)
+ PCI 1 ) PCRI ) PCC. ) P ( Cz) PCRc)

P~B(EJ,2) = P(C 1)PCR c ) P( I . )
+ PCI1)PCRI)PCI.)

P~.(E4~2) = P(C 1)PCR c)PCCw)PCl z)PCR 1 )

And the probability of getting any error
is:

P~BCE,2) = P~eCEL,2) + P~B(E2,2)

+ P~9(E3,2) + P_ 9(E 4,2)

To extend the tree to n = 3, simply
remove the termlnatlno nodes label~d (2)
and (4) at the b o t t orn of the tree and
replace each by a repetitlon of the tree
structure enclosed in the dotted box with
p(e l ) and PCl z) becoming P(C~) and P(I~)

accord,ng to the number of the alternate
bel ng added. Th,5 procedure can be
extended to any value of n. Doing this,
and applyi ng some algebra, yi elds tne
followlng recurrence equatl0ns for the
four error types:

Type 1 Error

Define P~BCE1'O) = a and
P~BCE1,1) = PCI1)PCA I )

Then for n ~ 2:

P Re CE1 , n ) ~ P Rs(E 1 , n - ! ) + (1)

(
p ( CD) P ( I '" ») *

[P~9CE1,n-l)-P~e(El,n-2)]

PCl n - 1 )

[P(C",_1)PCR c ) + PCln_I)PCR r ) ]

Tvpe 2 Error

Define P~B(Ez,l) = PCC 1)PCR c )

Then fo r n ~ 2:

PRBCEz,n) = PRe(Ee,n-1)P(C~)PCCn) * (2)

(
PCI"'_l)PCRt»)

PCRc) +
PCC n - 1 )

Type 3 Error

Define P~B(EJ,l) = a and
P~9(EJ,2) = P(C 1 ) PCRc ) PCI . )

+ P(Il)P(RI)PCI~)

Then for n ~ 3:

PRB(EJ,n) = P~B(E],n-l) + (3)
[Pp9(E 3 , n - l ) - P P BCE],n-2)] P(C~)] *

[PCC n_ 1)PCR c ) + P(In)PCR 1 ) ]

Typ~ 4 Error

Define PR8(E 4 , ! ) = PCl 1 ) P CR t )

Thenfo,..n~2:



PIt8(E~,n) =
(P(Rt) +

P~8(E4,n-l)P(C~)P(I") *
P(C,,-l)P(RC))

P(I"-l)

(4) P~.(Ez,n) ~ 0

P~.(E:J,n) ~ 0

(8' )

( 9 ' )

(10')

Sy~tem failure

P~8(E,n) = P~8(El,n) + P~.(Ez,n) (5)
+ P.e(E"n) + P~8(E~,n)

And of cour~e, system reliability is:

Therefore, with the above a5sumption~. it
can be seen that the probabilitie5 of a
Typg 2, Typg 3, and Type 4 Error approach
zero for lar'ge numbers of al ternates. The
probability of a Type 1 Error asymptoti
cally approache~ a value daterml ned by
PCI) and PCA) for large n.

1 - [PCA)-2PCA)PCl)+PCI)]

The equati ons for the four error types
become (for Q<PCA)<l and Q<PCI)<l):

Exami nat i on of the Model. The model
can be used Wl th hypothet i cal data to
make a couple of interesting
observations. First, while increasing
the number of alternates, a point of
diminishing returns is reached fairlY
early. For example, Tablg 1 and Figure 3
use equations (1) (6) to show the
effect on system r e I i ab i 1 i ty caused by
varying the number of alternates in the
Recovery Block structure for hypothet
ical component r e Li e b i Li f i e s , Column 1
gives n, the number of alternates.
Columns 2-6 glVQ the reliabilities of the
components of the Recovery Block system.
Here, pce ... ) is the probability that the
second. thi r d , nth alternates
execute correctly. Columns 7-10 give the
probability that a Type 1 - Type 4 error
occurs. Finally, the eleventh column
gives the ~robability of any system
error. Notice that P"e(E 1 , n ) and
P~9(E),n) increase as a function of n
whereas P~a(Ez,n) and P~9(E4,n) decrease
as a function of n. This is because if an
output is rejected, either correctly or
incorrectly, the Recovery Block gets
"another chance" to f i nd an acceptable
output as long as program v ar-a i ons are
available. Therefore, the more versl0ns
that are available, the greater the
chances of comput i ng an acceptabl e
output. Therefore, the probabilitles of
Type 2 and Type 4 Errors decrease as a
functi on of n. On the other hand. the
probability of accepting an incorrect
output occurs at the completion of every
version. Similarly, the possibility of an
unsuccessful recovery occurs each time
another version is i nv o k ad , Therefore,
increasing the number of versions
increases the opportunit;e3 for Type 1
and Type 3 Errors. Using this informa
t ion, a software manager who wi shes a
very low probabi 1 i ty of a Type 2 Error
may conclude that using resources to
develop mora than four versi ons i s not
cost effective.

The second obsQrvation is that soft-
ware fault-tolerance techniques when
improperly used may actually decrease
system reliability. Table 2 uses
hypothetical data with equations (1) 
(6) to show the contribution of P'(C!) to
system reliability for an n = 2 Recovery
Block system. Hoti CB that for hi ghly

(6)

(8)

(7')

(9)

(10)

PCA)PC!)

=

PeAr) = P(Rc) = peA) =>
PCAc) = peRt) = 1 - peA)

P(C~) = 1 => PCI_) = 0

PCI~) = PCl) => PCC~) = Pce)

P~8(El,n) = P(A)P(I) ~ (7)
n
L [P(A)-2PCA)P(I)+PCI)](J-l)

j=l

P(A)PCI) [1 - [PCA)-2PCA)P(I)+PCI)]"]

1 - (PCA)-2PCAJP(I)+P(I)]

Closed Form Solutions. Equation~

(1) - (4) can be s t moLi f i e d somewhat to
f a c i I i tate the study of the effects of
parampter changes, i nc r ae s i ng or
decreasing the number of versions, etc.,
on system reliab;l~ty. The equatlons can
be made easler to work wlth at the
expense of accuracy. F; r s t , assume that
the probability of accepting an incorrect
answer 15 the same as the probability of
rejecting a correct answer. Also, assume
that the probability of recovery between
the alternates' execution 15 1. Finally,
assume that all alternates have the same
rellability. Then,

PpgCEz,n) = [peAl-PCA)PC!)] *
[PCA)-2P(A)PC!)+P(!)]( "-1)

P~B(E~,n) = [P(!)-P(A)PC!)]
[PCA)-2P(A)PCI)+PC!)]( "-1)

Since O<[PCA)-2PCA)P(!)+P(!)]<1 for
O<PCA)<l and O<P(I)<l, it follow~ that as
n -> ~, equatl0ns (7) - (10) become:



( 11 )

reliable primary alternates, system
reliability is less than the reliability
of the primary alternate alone. This is
because imperfect acceptance tests and
recovery procedures interject unreli
e b i 1; ty into the Recovery Block. Even
though the primary module may compute
correct outputs with probability 1.0, 1ts
results are always subjected to the
acceptance test. The acceptance test can
lncorrectly reject the correct output of
a perfect program v e r s i on. Th i s could
invite a recovery error, error in a less
reI i able v a r s i on, or subsequent accept
ance test error. Using this information,
a software manager may conclude that if
he can develop a very reliable primary
module then there is no reason to consid
er fault-tolerance in the form of a
Recovery Block.

N-Verslon Programm;ng Reliabilitv
tst;mat;on Model

H-Version Programming

The other prevalent method of soft
ware fault-tolerance is the H-Version
Programming method [2]. In this method, n
programmers (n>1) are asked to independ
ently develop and debug a program, each
working from a common specifiCation. The
n programs are placed under the control
of a supervisor program that dispatches
all versi ons of the program wi th the
necessary input when the specified task
15 r~qulred. Upon completion, the outputs
of the n programs are compared. The
probability of a common software error 1S
assumed to be zero since all versions of
the program were 1ndependently
developed. Therefore, ; f at least 2
program versions agree on an output, that
output is assumed to be "correct." AVlz
i an i s and Chen [17], reporting on an
N-Version Programming experiment
conducted at UCLA, concluded that thi s
methodology provided some degree of fault
tolerance even when the n programs had
known, sometimes critical, residual
design errors.

N-Version Programming Reliability Model

A model for predicting the reliabil
i ty of an N-Verslon Programmi ng system
based on the reI i e b i 1 i ty of its compo
nents could be used to compute reliabil
ity gains expected with different valu~s
of n and with different component rell-
abilities.

There have been a number of r-a l i-
ability models proposed for H-Version
Programmi ng. Some depend on probabi Li >

ties of correlated errors (13] while
others assume versi on independence and
rely on majority voting schemes [14].
Also, Soneriu's [15] model for redund~nt
software could be adapted to H-Verslon
Programming.

In our approach, we consider three
error states that can occur 1n an
N-Versi on Programmi ng system. A Type 1
Error occurs when all outputs disagree.
A Type 2 Error occurs when an incorrect
output occurs more than once. Finally, a
lype 3 Error occurs" when there 1 s an
error 1n the voting procedure. The prob
ability of a system error is then the sum
of the Type 1, 2, or 3 Error probabili
ties.

If it is assumed that the probabili
ty of a Type 2 error is zero (a reason
able assumption if the versions are
1ndependent) and the probabi 1 i ty of a
Type 3 error 1S zero, then the software
system resembles a 2 of n redundant hard
ware system [18]. (We wi 11 make these
assumptions throughout the rest of this
paper.) The system reliability is then
the probability of at least 2 versions
reaching similar, correct conclusions
upon execution. This view of H-Version
Programmlng reliability modeling differs
from the conventionally held view. (For
example, see Wei [14].) The conventional
model stipulates that a majority of
versions must agree on an output in order
for that output to be labeled correct.
But, if the assumption is made that there
are no common faults among the n
versions, a speciflc incorrect output can
not occur more than once. Therefore, if
any output occurs more than once, it must
be correct. Then, the requirement for
output agreement can be relaxed from a
majority of n to simply 2 or more.

As an example, consider an N-Version
Programmi ng system composed of 3 i nde
pendent modules. We wi 11 assume that
there ax i sts one and only one correct
solution for a given set of inputs.

let P(I~) = probability of version i
executing incorrectly, then P(C~) = 1 
P(I~) = probability of version 1 execut
; ng correctly. The probabi 1 i ty of a
system error, PNvp(E,n) = PCType 1
Error), in this 3-Version Programming
system becomes the probability of at
least 2 verslons executing incorrectly,
or

PNvp(E~3) = P(I 1)PCl z)PCI J )

+ PCC 1 ) PCl z)P(I J )

+ PCl 1)PCC 7 ) PCI J )

+ PCI 1)P(I z)PCC J )

= P(I 1)PCl z ) + PCI 1)PC!3)

+ P(Iz)P(I]) - 2P(I 1)PCl z)PCI J )

Therefore, the r e l i abi 1 i ty of a 2 of 3
H-Version Programming system is:

(12)

In general, the reliability in a 2 of n
voting system with each version having
the ~ame reI i ab i 1 i ty P (C) i s [18 J :



Comparison of the Two Methods of
Software Fault-Tolerance

Exami nat i 0" of the model. 5 i nc a
equation (13) is the Binomlal Distrib
ution Function B(xin,p) wlth x=n-2, n=n,
and p=P(!)=l-P(C), tables that evaluate B
for various values of x,n, and p, such as
Table 1 1n Lr i vedi (16], can be used to
study the behavior of a 2 of n H-Versi0n
Programmi ng system. For example, such
tables show that the system reliability
in a 2 of n H-Version Programmlng system
approaches 1 as n approaches lnfinity for
fixed component r a Li ab i Li t i a a . Also,
Binomial Distribution tables can be used
to f; nd what value of n is needed to
achieve a desired system reliability for
a given component reliability. For exam
pIe, if an N-Verslon Programmi ng system
15 to be composed of programs each wlth a
reliability of 0.90, how many ~uch

programs would be needed to e c n i eve a
system reliability of at least O.99?
Using the Binom;al tables in Trevldi (16]
for B(x;n,p), it can be seen that
3(1;3,0.10) = 0.9720 and B(2;4,0.10) =
0.9963 for x=n-2. Therefore, a 2 of 4
H-Version Programming system is needed.

The question now arises, which meth
od of software fault-tolerance should be
used in a particular situation? First, a
f2W observat ions can be made. The n
versions of a Recovery Block system are
usually thought of as executi ng ina
seri al mann~r a s needed. Th i s 1mp I i es
that the execution time of a Recovery
Block system could be greater than n
tlmes the execution time of one of its
components. This may be prohibitive in
some real-time applications. On the other
hand, the n versi ons of an N-Versi on
Programming system could all execute at
once, perhaps in a multo-processor envi
ronment. Its execution" time 15 roughly
the execution time of th~ slowest version
plus the dispatching and v o r i nc times.
Therefore, if execution time is of major
concern to a user, H-Verslon Programm;ng
may be the loglcal choice. (It should be
pOlnted out that there 15 no reason why
the n versions of a Recovery Block system
cannot be executed "simultaneously" and
the results of the acceptance tests
considered at the conclusion of the
alternates' execution.)

For programming tasks that have the
possibility of multiple correct answers,
H-Verslon Programming with its reliance
on output agreement may not be appropri
ate. In such cases, an acceptance test as
in the Recov~ry Block method can be used
to see if an alternate's output is
correct but not necQssarl1y unique.

(14)

For an n=3 Recovery Block system US1 n9
equations (5), (7)-(10):

Cons; der a programmi n9 manager who
has the resources to develop 3 versl0ns
of a programmlng task that is to be used
in a situation in which high rel;abjlity
is the pri me concern. Should the:..e 3
verslons be placed ina Recovery :'~uck

system or an H-Hersion Programming system
in order that the system reliabllity be
maximized?

Equation (11) gives the probability
of error ina 2 of 3 H-Yerslon system.
Assume for arithmetic slmplicity that all
three versions have the same probability
of error, i.e., P(!\.-) = PC!). Then
Equation (11) becomes:

Finally, the question of which meth
od give5 the highest galn in system reli
abi 1 i ty should be addressed. It is
pos51ble to use the models pre~ented in
this paper to determine system reliabil
ity based on the reliability of the
system components. The question actually
becomes: How reliablB does the acceptance
test in a Recovery Block system have to
be so that the system reliability is
greater than or equal to the system reli
ability of an N-Version Programmlng
system composed of the same program
v e r e i o n s ? Wei [14] has stated " ... if
the acceptance test of a recovery block
cannot be deslgned wlth confidence then a
majority voting unit should be used,
provided that alternates perform the same
function." We will attempt to quantify
that observation.

System Reliability Comparlson

P"g(E,3) =(15)
(1 - 5P(I) + 8PCI)Z - 4P(I)J] P(A)J +
(4P(I) - 12P(I)2 + 8P(I)J] P(A)Z +
[pel) + 4PCI)2 - 5P(I)J] peA)

Equating (14) and (15) and solving for
peA) as a function of PCl) gives the
required reliability for the acceptance
test for a given alternate reliability
such that a Recovery Block system is as
reliable as an N-version Programming
system. Table 3 gives the required
acceptance test reliability (1 - peA»
for a given alternate reliability (1 
PC!» for a 3 alternate fault-tolerant
system. Suppose for example, 3 independ
ent versions of a program each have a
reliability of 0.96. Using Table 3, it
can be se~n that a Recovery Block system
with component reliabilities of 0.96
requi res an acceptance test reI i abi 1 i ty
(I-PCA) of at least 0.93 to provide

(13)~ ("J. J= (.. P(C).i PCI)( r't-.i)

j=2

for PC!) = 1 - PCe).



The variance of Xi.. 1S [22]:system rellability equal to that of an
3-Version Programming composed of 3 96~
reliable components. This means that the
acceptance must be able to reject incor
rect answers wi th a r a I i e b i 11 ty of at
least 0.93 and accept correct answers
wlth a reliability of at least 0.93. n(n-1)

fen-f)
=

n(n-l)

Reliability and Variance E5tim~tes Since

the variance in the reliability estimate
can be found:

Therefore, equation (16) estimates the
r e Li ab i 1 i ty of a software product as a
funct i on of the number of fa i lures f
tabulated while executing n test cases.
Ecue r i o n (17) supplies the varlance in
the est i mate.

(17)

(19)

(18)

fen-f)

(n-1)

fen-f)
VAR(f) =

k

n

1

VARCR) = z

VARCR) =

k fj
R = 1 r P;

j=l nj

where f j is the number of program fail
ures encountered when nj test cases have
been selected from partition j, and P; is
the probability of selecting partition j.
The estimate variance [20] is:

Nelson Model. In any type of esti
mation technlque, it is desirable to
achieve the lowest possible variance in
the est;mate. Often, this can be accom
plished by estimating a program's reli
ability using the Nelson model [19~20].

This model i s a version of stratlfied
sampling [21,22] in which the reliability
est i mate vari ance 15 reduced by part i >

tioning the input space into k partitions
based on an "operati anal profile.."
(19,20] The operational profile is the
set of probabilities p; that an input is
selected from parti ti on j under normal
program operation. Randomly selecting
test cases based on this stratification
gives a reliability estimate [19,20] of:

Bernoulli Trials. The simplest way
of est;matlng component reliability in
the data domain 15 to subject the compo
nent of interest to a series of n sets of
inputs selected at random from the entire
program input space according to a
distribution that reflects the opera
tional environment. If a Bernoulli
random variable X~ is assigned so that X~
= 1 if the output is incorrect and X~ = 0
otherwise, then the probability of a
program failure is [22]:

Component Reliability Estimates

In order to use the models presented
in this paper, an estimate of the compo
nent reliabilitles must be obtained, and
there are two rna i n aporoaches to do 1ng
thls [5,7]. The first approach attempts
to model a program's reliability in the
time domain. The basic idea here is to
formulate a mathemat 1cal funct i on that
describes the behavior of software reli
ability. The function contains one or
more un s o s c i fi ed parameters that allow
the function to be customized to fit a
specific program or software system. The
program under consideration is subjected
to some form of testing or verification,
and statistics of interest to the model
are recorded. Numerical analysis methods
are applied 'to the collected data to
estimate the unspecified parameters. The
completely specified model can th~n be
used to pr~di ct future behavi or of the
program. The other apcroach, the data or
input domain model, att~mpts to estimate
program reliability by noting th~ number
of program failures encountered while
exercislng the program against a repre
sentativ~ set of its input domain. This
tlme lnd~pendent estimate of reliability
gives the inherent reliability of the
program. We have chosen to use the later
approach.

for f the number of failures ~ncountered
in n trials. Since reliability is defined
as the probability of successful
execution:

PCERROR) =
n

=
f

n In general, the Nelson model, i.e. stra
tified sampling, may yield a lower esti
mate variance than non-stratified
sampling if the stratification can De
accompli shed so that d i fterences among
the fj are greater than the variation
within a given stratum [21~22].

R = 1 - PCERROR) = 1 -
f

n
(16)



+

[2P(I 1)P(I,) - P(ll) - PCl 1 ) ] Z
+ \JARCP(I]» *

[2PCl 1 ) PC! z) - PCl l ) - PCl z ) ] 2

Summary and Conclusions

In thi5 paper, reliability models
were presented for the two dom;nata
approaches of Software Fault-Tolerance,
Recovery Blocks and H-Versi on Program
ming. The models were then used as a
basls for considering trade-offs between
these 5cheme~.

It 15 important to be able to model
the reliability of a fault-tolerant soft
ware system as a funct i on of the rc.:!l i
ab i 1 it i a s of the components c ome r i S1 ng
it. Such a model could be used to make
software management decisions such as how
to maximize software reliability within
cost and schedule constra 1nts. A new
model for the Recovery Block method wa~

proposed. The model cons; ders the four
types of errors that can occur and i s
generalized to n alterna~es.

Under assumptions of independence,
it was proposed that the reliability
model for an H-Version Programming system
is the same model as that for a 2 of n
redundant hardware system. Note that
most authors model H-Version Programming
as a k of n hardwa~e system where k ;s the
majority of n. If, however, the program
versions are independent, then the proba
bility of an incorrect output occurring
more than once can be assumed to be zero.
Therefore, multiple occurrences of an
output designate that output as correct;
a majority is not necessary.

The key to system reliability in a
Recovery Block system is the reliability
of the acceptance test. In qual i fyi ng
that statement, the acceptance test reli
abi 1 i ty requl red to produce a Recovery
Block system that is as reliable as its
correspond, ns H-Versi on Programm; ng
system was computed.

Finally, two ways of estimating
component r a I i abi Li ti es and associ ated
varlances were discussed. Tha first and
51 mpler method uses the not; on of
Bernoull i tr i al s . The second method
attempts to lower the estimate variance
by using the Nelson model, a method of
stratified sampling. It was suggested
that a Taylor Seri es approxlmat; on be
used for calculating the system reliabil
ity estimate variance.

Both models presented in this paper
assume mutual independence among program
versl0ns. In reali ty, t h i s probably i ~
unachi avab Le , The models should be
augmented with tarms which consider
verslon dependence.

Also, both models use and provide
reliability e5timate~ in the data domain.
Time dependent model~ should be developed
that USQ time dependent component reli
abilities. Such models would yiald reli
ability measures as Mean Time To Failure
(MTTF), mission life. etc.

(20)

(22)

(21)

aR

aR

aRt

aR

R = 1 - (PCll)PC!t) +
P(lL)P(!,) + PC!t)PCI]) 

2P(I 1)P(I z)P(I 2 )

Also, using equation (21):

Here, R is the equation for system reli
abi 1 i ty and, R i.. is the component r e I i
ability estimate with VAR(Ri..) as the
associated estimate variance.

For example, consider a 2 of 3
N-\/ersi on Programmi ng system. Assume
that by using Bernoulli trials, the reli
ability of the 3 component programs hus
been determined. Equation (12) can then
be used to estimate the system reliabil
itv by substituting 1 - the estimated
reliabilities, found by using equation
(16), into equation (11) for p(rl)'
pelt), and PC!]). That is

Substituting into equation (20) along
with variances found using equation (17)
gives:

sz = VAR(P{l 1 » M
[2P(lz)P(I 2 ) - P(lz) - PCl 3 ) ] 2

+ VAR(P(lz» *

System Reliability Estimate~

Equation (13) give~ the system reli
ability in a 2 of n H-Vers;on Programmlng
system; therefore, it can be used as an
estimate of system reliability. The esti
mated reliabilities of each component
should be obtained by using equation (16)
or (18), and these numbers are then
substituted into equation (13). Similar
ly, equation (6) gives the reliability
estimate for a Recovery Block system. Its
component r e l i eb i Li t i e s are also
obtained from equation (16) or (18).

The system reliability variance can
be calculated by using the following
approximati on based on a Tavlor Sari es
expanSlon around the estimate error (23]:
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Table 1 Effect of n on System Reliability

N p (C, ) P(C~) P (C; ) P (R T ) PeAr) TYPEl TYPE2 TYPE3 TYPE4 ERROR
1 0.700 0.600 0.600 0.550 0.650 0.135 0.245 o. 000 0.165 0.545
2 0.700 0.600 0.600 0.550 0.650 0.179 0.052 0.164 0.054 0.449
3 0.700 0.600 0.600 0.550 0.650 0.191 0.013 0.206 0.014 0.424
4 0.700 0.600 0.600 0.550 0.650 0.194 0.003 0.217 0.004 0.418
5 0.700 0.600 0.600 0.550 0.650 0.194 0.001 0.220 o. 001 0.416
6 0.700 0.600 0.600 0.550 0.650 0.195 o• 0 aa 0.221 o• 000 0.416
7 a .700 0.600 0.600 0.550 0.650 0.195 0.000 0.221 o•000 0.416
8 0.700 0.600 0.600 0.550 0.650 0.195 o. 000 0.221 0.000 0.416
9 0.700 0.600 0.600 0.550 0.650 o.195 0.000 0.221 0.000 0.416

10 0.700 o.600 0.600 0.550 0.650 0.195 0.000 0.221 o. 000 0.416
11 a .700 0.600 o.6 aa 0.550 0.650 0.195 a•000 0.221 0.000 0.416
12 0.700 0.600 0.600 0.550 0.650 0.195 0.000 0.221 o. 000 0.416
13 0.700 0.600 o.6 a0 0.550 0.650 0.195 0.000 0.221 0.000 0.416
14 0.700 0.600 0.600 0.550 0.650 0.195 0.000 0.221 0.000 0.416
15 0.700 0.600 0.600 0.550 0.650 0.195 o. 000 0.221 o.000 0.416
16 0.700 0.600 0.600 0.550 0.650 0.195 0.000 0.221 0.000 0.416
17 0.700 0.600 0.600 0.550 0.650 0.195 0.000 0.221 0.000 0.416
18 0.700 0.600 0.600 0.550 0.650 0.195 0.000 0.221 0.000 0.416
19 0.700 0.600 0.600 0.550 0.650 0.195 o•000 0.221 o. 000 0.416
20 0.700 0.600 0.600 0.550 0.650 0.195 0.000 0.221 0.000 0.416

Table 2 Effect of PCel) on System Reliability

N P (C t ) P(C p ) PC C i) P(Rr) peAr") TYPEl TYPE2 TYPE3 TYPE4 ERROR
2 o• 001 0.980 0.800 0.950 0.990 0.059 0.007 0.019 0.177 0.262
2 0.100 0.980 0.800 0.950 0.990 0.053 0.007 0.017 0.159 0.237
2 0.200 0.980 0.800 0.950 0.990 0.047 0.006 0.015 0.142 0.211
2 0.300 0.980 0.800 0.950 0.990 0.042 0.005 0.013 0.124 0.185
~ 0.400 0.980 0.800 0.950 0.990 0.036 0.005 o. 011 0.107 0.158'-
2 0.500 0.980 0.800 0.950 0.990 0.030 0.004 0.010 0.089 0.132
2 0.550 0.980 0.800 0.950 0.990 0.027 0.003 0.009 0.081 0.119,., 0.600 0.980 0.800 0.950 0.990 0.024 0.003 0.008 0.072 0.106c,

2 0.650 0.980 0.800 0.950 0.990 0.021 0.003 0.007 0.063 0.093
2 0.700 0.980 0.800 0.950 0.990 0.018 0.002 0.006 0.054 0.080
2 0.750 0.930 0.800 0.950 0.990 0.015 0.002 0.005 0.046 0.067
2 0.800 0.980 0.800 0.950 0.990 0.012 0.002 0.004 0.037 0.054
2 0.850 0.980 0.800 0.950 0.990 0.009 o•001 0.003 0.028 0.041
2 0.900 0.980 0.800 0.950 0.990 0.006 o. 001 0.002 0.019 0.028
2 0.950 0.980 0.800 0.950 0.990 0.003 o.000 o•a01 o. 011 0.015
2 0.960 0.980 0.800 0.950 0.990 0.002 o. 000 a. 001 0.009 0.013
2 0.970 0.980 0.800 0.950 0.990 0.002 o. 000 o.001 0.007 a. 010
2 0.980 0.980 0.800 0.950 0.990 0.001 o. 000 o. 001 0.005 0.007.., 0.990 0.980 0.800 0.950 0.990 a.001 0.000 0.000 0.004 0.005
'-
2 0.999 0.980 0.800 0.950 0.990 0.000 o. 000 o. 000 0.002 0.002
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Table 3 Required Acceptance Test Reliability for a given pee)

RELIABILITY OF PROGRAMS

0.6000
0.6100
0.6200
0.6300
0.6400
0.6500
0.6600
0.6700
0.6800
0.6900
0.7000
o. 71 0 0
0.7200
0.7300
0.7400
0.7500
0.7600
0.7700
0.7800
0.7900
0.8000
0.8100
0.8200
0.8300
0.8400
0.8500
0.8600
0.8700
0.8800
0.8900
0.9000
0.9100
0.9200
0.9300
0.9400
0.9500
0.9600
0.9700
0.9800
0.9900

peRt) AND peAc) SHOULD BE AT LEAST

0.6368
0.6433
0.6498
0.6562
0.6628
0.6693
0.6753
0.6824
0.6890
0.6957
0.7023
0.7091
0.7158
0.7227
0.7296
0.7365
0.7435
0.7507
0.7579
0.7652
0.7726
0.7802
0.7879
0.7957
0.8037
0.8119
0.8203
0.8289
0.8378
0.8470
0.8565
0.866c..
0.8768
0.8877
0.8992
0.9115
0.9248
0.9394
0.9559
0.9751
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DESIGN FOR TACTICAL A VIONICS MAINTAINABILITY
PRELThflNARYPROG~

MONDAY 7 MAY 1984

0730-0830 Registration
0800-0830 Briefing (Session Chairmen, Authors. Interpreters)

OPENING SESSION

Technical Program Overview
J. CLARY. Program Co-Chairman

SESSION I - EXPERIENCE WITH AVlONICS HARDWARE MAINTAINABILITY
Chairman : Maj. MASCARENHAS, PO

Session Chairman's Comments
3. Maintenance Integree - Impact sur Ie Cout Global de Possession

lETA KERVELLA. SITE. Paris. FR
4. Study and Realization of a 3rd Level Maintenance Center Based on ATE Systems Utilization

F. BOZZOLA. Aeritalia. Torino. IT
5. A Practical Example of Reducing Life Cycle Costs and Increasing Availabiliry

R.P.F. LAUDER. Ferranti Pic. Edinburgh. UK

LUNCH

6. U.S. Naval Airborne Tactical Avionics BITfMaintainabiliry Evolution and Life Cycle Cost Experience
1.1. PERAZ2A. Naval Air Development Center. Warminster. PAt US

7. ATE User's View on Design for Maintainability
Maj. 1.M.G.B. MASCARENHAS. O.G.M.A.. Alverca, PO

BREAK

Opening Ceremony
Keynote Speaker

I. Objectifs d'Etude de la Maintenabilite des Sysrernes Avionnes
M. COURTOIS, Avions Marcel Dassault, Breguet Aviation.
StCloud. FR

2. DoD Design for Testability Program
W. KEINER. Naval Surface Weapons Center. Dahlgren. VA. US

BRFAK

1500-1530

1530-1600

1600-1630

1230-1300

1110-1120
1120-1"200

1300-1430

1430-1500

1200-1230

1030-1100

1100-1110

8. Experience of One U.K. Electronic Equipment Supplier with BITE on Engine/Flight Control Systems Over the Past Ten Years
R. de GA YE. Dowty Electronics Ltd, London. UK

TUESDAY 8 MAY 1984

SESSION n - AVIONlCS HARDWARE DESIGN FOR TESTABILITY
Chairman : leA M. MOREAU, FR

0955-1030

0830-0845
0845-0920
092Q-0955

1000-1040

1150-1230

1230-1300

0920-1000

1~III0·

u io-uso

0830-0840
0840-0920

Session Chairman's Comments
9. Built-In-Self-Test for First Line Testing

W. BEHM. MBB. Munich. GE
10. Designing for Self Testability Using Non-Linear Feedback Shift Registers

P.N. MARINOS andB. MURRAY, Duke University, Durham. NC. US
11. Functional Built-In-Test in a PipeJined [mage Processor

H.A. VAN INGEN SCHENAU. A. PLEUSlER and A. MONKEL. National Aerospace Laboratory NLR. Emmerlood. NE

BREAK.-

12..- Built-In-Test and Self Repair Mechanisms in a Digital Correlator Integrated Circuit
W.S. BLACKLEY, lvLA. JACK. and J.R. JORDAN, University of Edinburgh. Edinburgh. UK

13. Design ofSelf-Checking eN-MOO) (H-MOS) Integrated Circuits
B. COURTOIS and M. NlCOLAIDIS. £MAG Laboratory. Grenoble. FR

14. Modular Avionics - A Two-Level Maintenance Approach
D. BOAZ. Avionics Laboratory, Wright Patterson AFB. OH. US

1300-1400 LUNCH

1400-1700 TECHNICAL roUR : New BeUTelephone Facility in Ghent (Hybrid Circuits and LSI)

1400 PANEL BUSINESS MEETING (Pane! Members Only)

WEDNESDAY 9 MAY 1984

SESSION m-EXPERIENCE wrm AVlONlCS SOFTWARE MAINTAINABILITY
ChairmaD- : Dr; W·. KUNY, GE

0900-0910
0910-09S0

0950-1030

Session Chairman's Comments
IS. Maintainabiliry - An Integrated Logistics (11...5) Effort to Manipulate LCC

M. BOEHM. AEG Telefunken. Vim. GE
16. The Production of Maintainable. Trusrworthv. and Portable Software



b. lJLJ~1VlAf"~anu rv. ~A1'4UNt.K.. Luton I ecnruscne werxe , t-relourg.LJi:.

1220-1300

1110-1140

1140-1220

BREAK .

18'- Effective Life Cycle Software Support- A Study in Discipline and Versatility
G.H. SMI11t Pacific Missile Test Center. Point Mugu. CA. US

19. Experience in Using On-AircraftSoftware for Testing Integrated Systems
K. NUMBERGER.MBB. Munich.GE

1300-1400 LUNCH

1400-1700 ROUND TABLE DISCUSSION

THURSDAY 10MAY 1984

SESSION IV - AVlONICS SOFIWARE DESIGN FOR MAINTAINABILITY
Chairman : log. L. CROVELLA~IT

- Session Chairman's Comments
20. Software Testing in a ADA Programming Environment

R. TAYLOR. University of Cahforrua.Jrvine. CA. US
21. Investigating Version Dependence in Fault-Tolerant Software

l.W. GAULT. US Army Research Office. R.K. SCOTI. IBM. Research Triangle Park. NC. US._
D.F. McALLISTER and J. WIGGS. North Carolina State Universrry. Raleigh: NC. US

22. The Effects on Software Design of Testing by Symbolic Execution
D. RlITHERFORD. Dowty Electronics Ltd.• London. UK

BREAK

1230-1300

1030-1100

1100-1140 23. Reliable Software Design for A vionics and Space
G. GIANNINI and F. LONGONI. Laben, Milan. IT

24. Overall System Software Approach on the EHIOI Helicopter Programme
G. BARTON and F. RIVERS. Westland Helicopters. Ltd. Somerset. UK

25 . .A Weapons System Design Approach to Diagnostics
·G.-NEUMANN~QioRiano Associates. P. GROSS and M. BATIAGLIA. Naval Electronics Systems Command. Washington. D.C ..

1300-1400 LUNCH

_~ ~' ....... : ',' SESSION V -.FUrURE AVIONICS MAINTAINABILITY THROUGH HARDWARE/SOFTWARE CO-DESIGN
Chairman : Dr. G. FRANK, US

1140- 1230

0950-1030

0910-0950

0820-0830
0830-0910

1400-1410
1410-1440

1440-1520

1520-1550

1550-1620

1620-1650

1650-1720

Session Chairman' s Conunents
26. Co-Design of Hardware and Software for Maintainable Digital Systems

G. FRANK.. Research Triangle Insntute. NC. US
27. Data Stimulated On-Line Checking (lROLED)

W.M. TRAU1WEIN. University of Duisburg, GE

BREAK

28. Avionics Fault Tree Analysis and Artificial Intelligence for Future Aircraft Maintenance
M.E. HARRIS. T.D. SNODGRASS and G.R. ASHER. McDonnell OOUGLAS Aircraft Company. St Louis. MO. US

29. Automatic Error Detection and Recovery Techniques in On-Board Intelligent Units for Space and Avionics Application
R. REDAELLI and R. RANIERI. Laben, Milan. IT

CLOSING CEREMONY


